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Abstract. We present a dual-stream CNN that learns both appearance
and facial features in tandem from still images and, after feature fusion,
infers person identities. We then describe an alternative architecture of
a single, lightweight ID-CondenseNet where a face detector-guided DC-
GAN is used to generate distractor person images for enhanced train-
ing. For evaluation, we test both architectures on FLIMA, a new exten-
sion of an existing person re-identification dataset with added frame-
by-frame annotations of face presence. Although the dual-stream CNN
can outperform the CondenseNet approach on FLIMA, we show that
the latter surpasses all state-of-the-art architectures in top-1 ranking
performance when applied to the largest existing person re-identification
dataset, MSMT17. We conclude that whilst re-identification performance
is highly sensitive to the structure of datasets, distractor augmentation
and network compression have a role to play for enhancing performance
characteristics for larger scale applications.

Keywords: Person Re-ID · GANs · Distractor synthesis ·
Deep face analysis

1 Introduction

Visual person re-identification (Re-ID) is tasked with linking people’s identities
across multiple acquisition scenarios usually comprising disjoint fields of view.
Given this highly variable operational environment, real-world Re-ID consti-
tutes a particularly challenging sub-domain in computer vision due to inherent
viewpoint and illumination changes, partial occlusions, limitations on resolution,
and significant appearance alterations, such as changes in clothing [9,14]. These
exigent visual conditions and the presence of facial occlusions render unimodal
approaches, such as face recognition systems, on their own inadequate – and that
is despite their human-level performance on favourable, well-known datasets, e.g.
[16,33].
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Fig. 1. Utilised Dual-Stream Architecture. Dual-stream CNN subdivided into
appearance and facial feature streams using late feature fusion to map from frames to
person identities. The appearance CNN network is based on LeNet-5 [15].

The emergence of deep learning techniques such as Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNNs), streamed network designs, and large scale datasets [3,30,35]
all have significantly evolved the field of Re-ID and addressed some of the
issues mentioned above, with significant impact on applications including out-
door CCTV surveillance [7] and indoor e-health systems [1]. Whilst CNN-based
representation learning excels at generating discriminative feature stacks that
map inputs to compact identity clusters in embedding space, obtaining cross-
referenced ground truth over long term [27], realising deployment of inexpen-
sive inference platforms, and establishing visual identities from very limited
data, remain challenging. In particular, the dependency of most deep learning
paradigms on high computational requirements and on vast annotated training
data pools appear as significant challenges to the field of person Re-ID.

In this paper, we explore the problem of ineffective training and heavy net-
work footprints by proposing a generative-discriminative framework that gener-
ates images of a distractor class for enhancing the training of a discriminative
ID-network – one which is lightweight and compact to deploy.

Initially, we describe a traditional two-stream CNN architecture (see Fig. 1)
split into appearance and facial feature streams that map in a conventional way,
after late feature fusion, from still images to person identities. This network
follows a regular streaming architecture deploying one visual task per stream
before combined inference. Then, we propose to utilise the facial stream of this
architecture to aid a setup where a single compact CondenseNet [11] is trained
to perform Re-ID. Critically, training data is enhanced via a Deep Convolu-
tional Generative Adversarial Network (DC-GAN) [20] generating a large set of
distractor images semantically guided by facial semantics (see Fig. 2). Note that
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Fig. 2. Guided DC-GAN Compact Architecture. CondenseNet training is
enhanced via distractor data generated by a DC-GAN which is semantically guided
by a face detector.

synthesised distractor person images are generated by training input from across
all identities; the synthesised content is thus not identical to given images of any
one identity. Conceptually, adding such a distractor class as an extra identity to
the given identities for training the identification network enforces differentiation
of persons from visually nearby distractors.

For evaluation, we introduce Facial-LIMA (FLIMA), which is an extension of
the Long-term Identity-aware Multi-target multi-camerA dataset (LIMA) [14],
by way of added frame-wise annotations of occurrence of faces. For an evaluation
in a second, very different scenario, comparative experiments on the large Multi-
Scene Multi-Time (MSMT17 [30]) person Re-ID dataset are presented. This
comparison includes the dual-stream architecture and different settings of the
proposed Guided DC-GAN trained compact CondenseNet against other reported
results of the state-of-the-art on this dataset. Due to differences in the standard
evaluation protocols, to sensitivity to the presence of detectable faces, and to
resolution differences, we report on the varying efficacy of the tested approaches.

2 Related Work

The transition from hand-crafted features and small-scale evaluation to deep
learning systems [36] with large-scale training datasets has fundamentally
changed the way Re-ID systems are designed and operated. Looking back, early
sliding window algorithms that made use of Histograms of Oriented Gradi-
ents (HOG) [6] or Haar-like Features [29] together with Eigenfaces [23] or Sup-
port Vector Machines (SVM) [5] were used to first detect and then classify per-
sons or faces based on finding and categorizing a relevant image patch. However,
these approaches’ reliance on manually crafted features render them suboptimal
in many application scenarios.
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Deep Learning – Deep representation learning, on the other hand, avoids man-
ual feature crafting entirely and has achieved significant improvements in image
classification tasks compared to traditional methods. Space Displacement Neural
Networks (SDNN) [15] demonstrated that neural nets can be effective for scale-
invariant object detection too as shown, for instance, for face location [28], and
detection and tracking [18] in videos. More recently, object detection has been
addressed by region-focussed architectures such as R-CNN, Fast R-CNN, and
Faster R-CNN [21] by integrating region proposal generation and classification
by sharing convolutional features. With respect to person Re-ID, various CNN-
centered approaches have been introduced recently, e.g. [24,31], including two-
stream Siamese CNNs [4] providing pairwise class equivalences. Often, however,
it is not the network design alone, but the availability of a large, learning-relevant
training data corpus that makes the difference in effective network training.

Adversarial Synthesis – Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [8] have
been applied widely and successfully to create large, learning-relevant training
data via augmentation – building on their ability to construct a latent space
that underpins the sparser training data, and then to sample from it to pro-
duce further training information. DC-GANs [20] pair the GAN concept with
compact convolutional operations to synthesise visual content more efficiently.
The DC-GAN’s ability to organise the relationship between a latent space and
an actual image space associated to the GAN input has been shown in a vari-
ety of applications, including face and pose analysis [17,20]. In these and other
domains, latent spaces have been constructed that can convincingly model and
parameterise object attributes, and hence dramatically reduce the amount of
data needed for conditional generative modeling of complex image distributions.
Some recent examples are face frontalisation [32] and identity preservation via
generative modelling [26,34]. For instance in [34], Dual-Agent GANs (i.e. DA-
GANs) were introduced to synthesise profile face images with varying poses.

Despite the deep learning revolution, the utilisation of both facial and person
appearance features has remained a fundamental challenge in long-term moni-
toring [14,19]. Thus, in Sect. 4.1 we employ a two-stream CNN architecture (see
Fig. 1) split into appearance and facial feature streams. We then compare it
in Sect. 4.2 to a single compact CondenseNet [11], which has access to both
facial and overall appearance information, where training data is enhanced via
a DC-GAN [20] performing distractor image generation. These models are then
explored and results are presented and discussed in Sect. 5. We begin by intro-
ducing the datasets used.

3 Datasets: LIMA, FLIMA and MSMT17

The LIMA dataset [14] consists of 188, 427 frames of 7 manually labeled iden-
tities associated to person bounding box tracklets estimated by OpenNI NiTE.
Identities refer to 6 person identities and 1 ‘unknown’ label, which represents one
distractor class that acts as an umbrella to capture any non-identity including
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Fig. 3. FLIMA Data Annotation. (a) Examples of challenging face annotations
and one example (b) where 2 faces are contained in the bounding box.

noise or multiple people in the same bounding box tracklet. The whole dataset
is recorded in various indoor environments and split into 13 sessions. Accord-
ing to previous works for long-term analysis [14,19], one fundamental evaluation
protocol is to perform a leave-one-out performance evaluation with a train-test
ratio of 12 : 1 to validate the generalization capability over the different periods.

The FLIMA1 dataset extends LIMA and assigns to every person bounding
box an additional tag indicating the presence or absence of a face. Note that if a
bounding box contains more than one face, the box will still just be labelled as
‘face’. In general, well resolved frontal-to-profile facial occurrences are labeled as
a ‘face’. By contrast, faces that are mostly occluded or non-visible are considered
as ‘non-face’. Figure 3 provides some examples from the FLIMA dataset. Overall,
60, 939 bounding boxes are annotated as containing faces.

Beyond FLIMA, we also consider the MSMT172 dataset [30], as it is the
largest person Re-ID dataset available. It contains 126, 441 bounding boxes of
4, 101 identities taken by 15 cameras during 4 days.

4 Proposed Methods

4.1 Dual-Stream Architecture

We propose a two-steam network as shown in detail in Fig. 1. The fundamen-
tal design contains two separate streams for full person and facial appearance,
respectively, which are combined through a fully connected layer that utilises
Softmax activation plus a categorical cross-entropy cost function. Adam [13] is
used as optimizer for network training.

The first stream deals with overall person appearance and a modified version
of the LeNet-5 [15] architecture is utilised to implement it. Different to the
standard implementation, (i) the input tensors are reshaped to s = 64×64×3, (ii)

1 FLIMA dataset will be made available at https://data.bris.ac.uk/data.
2 MSMT17 dataset is online at https://www.pkuvmc.com/publications/msmt17.html.

https://data.bris.ac.uk/data
https://www.pkuvmc.com/publications/msmt17.html
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Fig. 4. Facial Feature Representation. (a) Eigenface components, (b) CNN fea-
tures, (c) Eigenface features.

additional batch normalization layers [12] are introduced after the max-pooling
layers to speed-up training, and (iii) L2-regularization and drop-out are added
to the last fully connected layers in order to reduce over-fitting and stabilize
training.

The second stream deals with facial information exclusively. It starts out by
applying a face detector [21] to the input patch containing a detected person.
If a face is found then the facial region is fed into FaceNet [22] based on Open-
Face [2], which is adjusted to output a 128-D feature vector (or all zeros if no face
is found). These OpenFace features separate identities significantly better than
traditional approaches, such as Eigenfaces [10] in tandem with a Radial Basis
Function Support Vector Machine (RBF-SVM) and grid-search. Figure 4 illus-
trates the supremacy of deep features over the traditional approach on FLIMA
face data. The experiments of our dual-stream network lasted 36 h for training
1000 epochs on the FLIMA dataset with a Geforce Quadro K4100M running on
4GB RAM. We stabilised the training using the same parameters as in [15], but
with a learning rate of 0.001 and a dropout probability of 0.4.

4.2 DC-GAN Trained Compact CondenseNet

We argue that, instead of a classic dual-stream solution, a single compact Con-
denseNet [11] can perform Re-ID equally well or better as long as synthetic train-
ing can be effectively leveraged. The idea is to semantically guide an adversarial
generative process that utilises the facial stream of the dual-stream architec-
ture as a guidance network. As described in the original DC-GAN paper [20], a
discriminator D and a generator G network are trained in tandem, the former
learning to distinguish between generated and real input, the latter learning to
produce outputs ever closer to the real inputs. The adversarial training loss of
this process is, in agreement with [8]:
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minG max
D

V (D,G) = Ex∼pdata(x)[log(D(x))] + Ez∼pz(z)[log(1 − D(G(z)))],

(1)
where the data space in x and latent space in z are sampled for optimisation. One
can understand (1) as a combination of losses, such that the global discriminator
loss for the real and generated images is:

LD = LDx + LDz , (2)

where LDx is the discriminator loss for real images and LDz the discriminator
loss for the generated images, as:
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Based on this fundamental layout, we design a training regime that gives particu-
lar emphasis to high quality real training images – those which are well resolved
and thus contain detectable facial features. These should ideally be modelled
as producing a smaller discriminator loss compared to other training images.
Following this paradigm, we introduce a penalisation term to our adversarial
training loss for all training images where faces are not detected, and modify
the discriminator losses from Eqs. (3) and (4) to be:
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where Δ (.) = 1 when there is no face detectable in the argument, and Δ (.) = 0
otherwise. The two constants λ1,2 are penalisation factors. Note that practically,
this penalisation factor will be multiplied by n ≤ m according to n face-detected
images within the current batch of m images.

Once the training procedure ends, 48, 000 synthetic training images are gen-
erated by the DC-GAN and used as an additional (distractor) class for train-
ing (see Fig. 5). We follow the framework of [19] to train a CondenseNet as a
person ID-inference network, using 100 epochs for training the DC-GAN and
1, 500 epochs for the CondenseNet training processes, respectively. We use the
same parameters as [19] and different values for the penalisation factors, e.g.
λ1, λ2 = [0, 0.025, 0.05], of the discriminator and generator, respectively.
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Fig. 5. Augmentation with Guided DC-GANs. (a) Augmentation samples after
training DC-GANs with and without face detector guidance on FLIMA instances (3
individual identities shown). Note the improved quality of samples with guidance. (b)
Training of the DC-GAN process on all identity samples of the MSMT17 dataset as
used for the generation of distractors. We plot the loss values for the initial generated
samples. We also show samples of global distractors for different 0 ≤ λ1,2 ≤ 0.05 values.
Again, note improvements when activating the guidance with a value above 0.

5 Results

5.1 FLIMA Results

Table 1 shows results of the application of various architectures to the FLIMA
dataset. The first row reports the Re-ID performance when only the 4, 531 facial
patches detected by Faster RCNN are processed by an RBF-SVM applied to
Eigenfaces. Both precision and recall are poor due to the method’s reliance on
a basic methodology and well-resolved facial features. In contrast, the second
row shows comparative results of the method in [19], which utilises full per-
son imagery. The third row depicts performance details of the DC-GAN trained
CondenseNet. The fourth row gives the recognition performance of the LeNet5
stream of the dual-stream architecture that deals with person appearance fea-
tures only. The final row shows a considerably increased performance for Recall
when deploying the full dual-stream architecture. Here, in a dataset with a small
number of individuals and good facial resolution, a dual stream approach is
advantageous, noticing similar F1-scores for appearance-only CNN stream and
an appearance-based CondenseNet approach.

5.2 MSMT17 Results

Comparative performance measures, on what is currently the largest person
Re-ID dataset (MSMT17), are provided in Table 2. This dataset has lower res-
olution facial content than FLIMA, uses a different evaluation scheme [31], and
deals with far greater numbers of identities. We apply two metrics to quantify
performance: correct classification rate of the top ranked individual (Rank@1)
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Table 1. Recognition performance on FLIMA

Method # Test Images Precision Recall F1-score

RCNN and RBF-SVM-Eigenface (Faces only) 4,531 0.56 0.52 0.47

Selective Augmentation Approach [19] 14,494 0.75 0.74 0.74

Our Guided DC-GAN trained CondenseNet 14,494 0.85 0.85 0.85

Our Appearance-Stream only 14,494 0.92 0.81 0.86

Our Full Dual-Stream 14,494 0.93 0.90 0.91

Table 2. Person Re-ID performance on MSMT17 dataset for single queries.

Method Rank@1 mAP

Dual-Stream Architecture 4.89 5.91

GoogLeNet [25] 47.6 23.0

PDC [24] 58.0 29.7

GLAD [31] 61.4 34.0

Selective Augmentation Approach [19] 61.5 15.01

Our Guided DC-GAN (λ1, λ2 = 0.05, 0.025) trained CondenseNet 63.85 16.64

Our Guided DC-GAN (λ1, λ2 = 0.05, 0) trained CondenseNet 65.51 18.57

and mean Average Precision (mAP). Our dual-stream architecture and DC-
GAN trained CondenseNet results are shown alongside four other approaches,
i.e. GoogLeNet [25], a Pose-driven Deep Convolutional model (PDC) [24], a
Global-Local-Alignment Descriptor approach (GLAD) [31], and the Selective
Augmentation Approach [19]. It can be seen that whilst GLAD outperforms all
other methods with respect to mAP performance, our DC-GAN trained Con-
denseNet approach provides a significant improvement in Rank@1 performance
for single-queries. This is a 4% performance increase above the next best per-
forming method and 27% over GoogLeNet without using expensive and time-
consuming training of very-deep multi-stream networks that benefit the mAP
metric. Further, one has to consider that this increment is achieved with a signif-
icantly smaller footprint of the inference network – the produced CondenseNet
carries 8× fewer parameters.

Given its very simple appearance CNN streams, the dual-stream architec-
ture relies on features extracted from the facial stream. Compared to FLIMA,
MSMT17 contains lower resolution facial patches and, most importantly, it has
an evaluation scheme where the training set contains all different identity-classes
to those from the test set. This renders the learning of specific identities com-
pletely ineffective and explains the poor performance of the dual-stream app-
roach bound to learned facial features. The increased performance results with
our guided DC-GAN trained compact CondenseNet on MSMT17 are based on
leveraging distractor synthesis which remains highly relevant in this setting.
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6 Conclusion

In this paper we investigated potential approaches for person Re-ID based on
the exploitation of facial and person appearance representations, as well as an
integration that semantically guides the image synthesis of DC-GAN training.
First, we presented a traditional dual-stream architecture to learn both relevant
appearance and facial features in combination from still images to infer per-
son identities. We then described a second alternative architecture of a single,
lightweight ID-CondenseNet, where a DC-GAN is used to generate distractor
person images for enhanced training guided by the face detector leveraged from
the face stream of our dual-stream CNN architecture. We introduced the FLIMA
dataset with well-resolved facial content where we showed that the dual-stream
approach performs superior. However, we then reported improvements in top-
1 ranking performance compared to all tested state-of-the-art architectures on
MSMT17 when using our proposed CondenseNet system. We therefore conclude
that re-identification performance is highly sensitive to the structure of datasets
and evaluation metrics. As shown on MSMT17, distractor augmentation and
network compression may nevertheless have a role to play for enhancing perfor-
mance characteristics.
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